Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19):
VERSION 2: Frequently Asked Questions About Services Rendered Through ODP’s Waivers During the COVID-19 Pandemic

ODP Announcement 20-092

AUDIENCE:

Providers, Supports Coordination Organizations, Administrative Entities, and other interested parties.

PURPOSE:

To communicate additional and updated operational guidance through version 2 of “Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) About Services Rendered Through ODP’s Waivers During the COVID-19 Pandemic.”

DISCUSSION:

The Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) continues to receive a number of questions from stakeholders regarding service provision during the COVID-19 pandemic. In response, ODP has updated this FAQ document, originally released in Announcement 20-059, to provide additional operational guidance to stakeholders. ODP anticipates updating this document on an ongoing basis.

COMMENT:

Questions or comments can be directed to the appropriate ODP Regional office.

ATTACHMENT:
Version 2 FAQ Regarding Services Rendered Through ODP’s Waivers During The COVID-19 Pandemic.